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Abstract— In this paper, a completely programmed transformer winding machine was planned utilizing PIC 

microcontroller. Initially a programmed count of number of windings program was produced. The primary expectation of 

creating paper on programmed transformer winding machine is to diminish manual work on semi-operated and manual 

operating  machine. Transformer is essential device in electrical world. In assembling of transformer the greater part of 

time is require for assembling of winding. 
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Introduction  

 

 A programmed transformer winding machine is one of the least difficult approaches to created different transformer 

appraisals windings with precise measurement. This venture comprises of PIC microcontroller, PMDC engine, cutting unit, show.  

It's an overhaul rendition of self-loader transformer winding machine. This venture is separated into 7 areas: Bobbin speed control, 

Liner Motor drive, Insulation paper cutting, Turns estimation, Coil holding pointer, Protection of loop and controlling part. The 

entire areas are controlled by the Microcontroller. The mechanical piece of the venture comprises of mechanical drawing, 

measuring, welding and creating process, while electrical part comprises of electrical drawing: electrical wiring and programming. 

The product of the Microcontroller hypothesis incorporates the electrical and mechanical actuators for the equipment will 

demonstrate a decent outcome to satisfy the target of this venture.       

. 

I. EASE OF USE 

Automatic transformer winding machine reduces manual work and increase speed of manufacturing of transformer. It is useful 

for manufacturing of all types of transformer. 

II. WORKING OF MACHINE  

 Typically 230v, 50Hz single stage air conditioning supply is effortlessly accessible. Thus, in this machine every single 
part will require distinctive power supply. Connector will change over single stage air conditioning supply to5v dc and offer it to 

PIC microcontroller. PIC Microcontroller has the parts like LCD show, LED, and so forth they will get supply according to their 

prerequisites. The entire robotization of our venture is finished utilizing PIC microcontroller. The controller will likewise 

associate with pointer light, switches, sensors, and engine. A dc engine is associated with straight drive for turning reason. 

Coordinate drive plays move of pivoting from one end to flip side to wound the twisting to primary occupation. The engine of 

direct drive worked through controller. The Dc drive is associated with the microcontroller the capacity of this Dc drive is to pivot 
the fundamental employment when the begin catch is squeezed. This engine has rapid and we require least speed at beginning and 

completion, so we have controlled the speed of the engine utilizing L298N.The numeric keypad is utilized to enter the aggregate 

quantities of turns according to necessity of the transformer particular. The display will indicate us number of layers to be entered 

and what number of quantities of turns is being contended. Additionally display will consequently refresh the quantity of turns 

finished by machine. 

 

III. FLOW CHART 

 The procedures begin first when a begin catch is press; the following procedure is to be load the employment, 

subsequent to stacking the occupation enters the quantity of turns, length of employment, and gauge of wire through the keypad. 

Subsequent to entering all the data identified with the employment then next process is to begin the engine, when engine begin, it 

will wound the paper at work. After one pivot of paper is finished then begin the cutting unit engine cut the protection paper. 

After some postpone it will wound the curl at work. Around then counter decreases the estimation of number of turns from first 

entered esteem and we get new number of turns.  

 

 Amid this entire procedure it will constantly check the both the end position of occupation. At the point when 

LMD pointer is in end position of employment that time engine and LMD will stop consequently. On the off chance that the 

occupation is not at last position then it will again check the new number of turns Subsequent to finishing one layer of turns at 

work, it begins to load paper at work. In the wake of stacking the venture at work, then that time in a split second engine begin by 
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taking one unrest of curl. At this procedure if add up to number of turns is non-zero of course check the staying number of turns. 

If turns are equal to zero then alarm is generate for complete the winding and then press the stop button. At that time one job is to 

be done. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. Flowchart 

IV. MAIN COMPONENT 

 

1. PIC Microcontroller  

 
                        PIC Microcontroller is a tool for making computers that can sense and control more of the physical world than 

your desktop computer. PIC Microcontroller can be used to develop interactive objects, taking inputs from a variety of switches 

or sensors, and controlling a variety of lights, motors, and other physical outputs. PIC Microcontroller projects can be stand-alone, 

or they can be communicating with software running on your computer (e.g. Flash, Processing, MaxMSP.) Dc motors fall 

somewhere in between a regular DC motor and a servo motor. They have the advantage that they can be positioned accurately, 

moved forward or backwards one 'step' at a time, but they can also rotate continuously.  
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2. DC Motor 

 

The DC motor is similar to an ordinary dc shunt motor except that is field is provided by permanent magnet instead of salient 

pole wound field structure. Most of these motor usually run on 6v, 12v, 24v, DC supply obtained either from batteries or rectifier 

AC. 

 
3. Linear Motor Drive(LMD) 

 

A dc motor is connected to a linear drive for rotating purpose. Linear drive plays roll of rotating from one end to other end to 

wound the winding to main job. The motor of linear drive operated through controller 

 

4. Cutting Unit 

 

The insulation paper wrap on transformer winding layer when one rotation is complete then paper will cut with help of 

cutting unit. There are two blades one is fixed and another is moving, moving blade is connect to DC Motor. 

 

 

V. CALCULATION 

 

For design a transformer winding we need to calculate the no. of turns of primary as well as secondary winding. 

 

 As we going to design to practical transformer so we must consider the core available in market. The standard bobbins 

available in market is 1”x1”, 1.25”x1.5”,1.5”x1.5”and so on. We have the core area. We can calculate turns per volts using this 

area by following formula.  

 

 
We calculated no. of turns by using following formula. 

 

A. Number of Turns: 

Total number of turns = turns per volts X primary side voltage 
 

B. Size of Conductor: 

 

 
Selection of wire can also be done by calculating primary current and by cross match the standard table of copper wire 

according to their current handling capabilities. 

 

C. Weight Estimation of Windings 

For weight calculations, following steps will be followed: 

1. Approximate length of copper wire = perimeter of bobbin x number of turns 

2. Cross sectional Area of copper conductor 

3. Volume = Approximate length x Cross sectional area 

4. Mass = density of copper x Volume 

Density of copper = 8960 kg/ m3 

Weight = Volume X Density  

Volume = Area X Length 
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DESIGN DIAGRAM 

. 

Fig. DESIGN MODEL 

CONCLUSION 

 The paper introduces the point by point concentrate required for advancement of programmed transformer winding 

machine. This programmed winding machine will have the capacity to wipe out the disadvantage of the manual strategy i.e. 
reliance on gifted labor prerequisite. This will be at last increment the efficiency and speed of generation. 
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